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R Almedingen, E. M. The Knights of the Golden Table; with drawings by Charles
6-9 Keeping. Lippincott, 1964. 190p. $3.95.
A British author brought up in Russia retells twelve tales from the Kiev Cycle, the
body of legendry about the knights who served Vladimir, the descendant of Rurik the
Viking. The foreword gives background information about the Kiev Cycle and the ma-
jor figures therein. The tales themselves are romantic and colorful; the writing
style is appropriate for the genre.
Ad Baum, Arline. Know What? No, What? by Arline and Joseph Baum. Parents'
4-7 Magazine, 1964. 42p. illus. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $3.03 net.
yrs.
A picture book with illustrations that are bouncy and attractive, although a few of the
pages seem overcrowded. The text repeats a pattern that begins with the words of
the title and goes on for a page or two of humorous dialogue in which two children are
being highly imaginative. Example: "There are flowers growing at my house. Some
are growing inside, Some are growing out. Some of them are big and red, Some are
small and pink. (the words are printed on facing pages showing an all-floral house,
double-spread across the bottoms of the pages) If you saw my house of flowers What
would you think? I would think . . that's a very pretty house." The final answer tends,
as here, to be anticlimactic; the anticlimax has an authentically childlike ring, but
that may make it the less funny to a small listener.
R Blishen, Edward, comp. Oxford Book of Poetry for Children; with illus. by
4-7 Brian Wildsmith. Watts, 1963. 167p. $7.95.
An excellent anthology, the selections having wide variety of subject, mood, and style;
the editorial preface is both charming and informative, and the illustrations are su-
perb-they alone would make the book worth having. An acknowledgement of sources
is appended; there are indexes of first lines and of authors.
R Briggs, Raymond. Fee Fi Fo Fum; A Picture Book of Nursery Rhymes. Cow-
K-2 ard-McCann, 1964. 48p. illus. Trade ed. $3.; Library ed. $2.86 net.
A picture book with luscious illustrations accompanying some twenty nursery rhymes,
some of which are familiar but most of which are less well-known. Some of the pic-
tures.are in black-and-white, attractive but outshadowed by the glowing tones of the
pages that are in color. The illustrations are delightful: imaginative, humorous,
lovely.
Ad Brown, Ivor. Mind Your Language! illus. by Derek Cousins. Dufour, 1964.
8- 153p. $2.95
A book about language: words, variants, slang, accents, idioms, use and misuse, Eng-
lish versus American. The text rambles on in learned, witty, and engaging fashion;
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the fact that the viewpoint is British is no detriment, but the fact that the text is
quite disorganized is. The concluding chapters, on good habits of speech and on
good writing style, are instructive as well as amusing.
Ad Buckley, Helen E. Josie and the Snow; illus. by Evaline Ness. Lothrop, 1964.
3-5 28p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.84 net.
yrs.
An attractively illustrated picture book about a small girl who asks a dog and a cat
and a mouse to come out and play in the snow. They refuse, but her family accepts
with some relish, and Josie has a fine time with her mother, father, and brother.
They slide and sing, they make a snowman and feed the birds, and they all come in
and fall asleep in the warmth of a log fire. Slight and somewhat uneven but pleasant,
with the appeals of rhyming text, family activity, and the satisfying mood of cosiness
at the close.
R Cameron, Eleanor. A Spell Is Cast; illus. by Beth and Joe Krush. Little, 1964.
5-7 271p. $3.95.
Cory travels alone to the West Coast to stay with the mother and brother of her adop-
tive mother, Stephanie; Stephanie is single, an actress who is seldom home. At Tarn-
helm, Cory falls in love with the ocean, the house, and the inhabitants-even though
Grandmother and Uncle Dirk seem ambivalent about her. Characterization is very
good, the seaside atmosphere is described colorfully, and the possible contortions of
plot are nicely avoided: there are logical explanations for all the events that seem to
Cory mysterious or miraculous. The picture of Stephanie, selfish, impulsive, and
generous, is sharp and vivid; she appears at the end of the book, reproaching the
child she had always neglected, and just as quickly admitting her own culpability.
R Caudill, Rebecca. A Pocketful of Cricket; illus. by Evaline Ness. Holt, 1964.
K-2 41p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
A truly charming picture book, with illustrations that echo the mood of the story
most attractively. Despite the simplicity of writing style and a slow start, the story
has a depth and a poignancy that capture a universal quality of childhood. A very
small boy walks in the country; he does not express himself in words, but his actions
and his reactions show his quiet joy in his environment. On his very first day of
school, Jay has in his pocket a pet cricket; the cricket's noise is disrupting the first
grade class and the teacher is about to evict the cricket when-in a moment of in-
sight- she realizes that the cricket is a friend and a link with home in a new, strange
world. Deftly she uses the moment to comfort the child. Lovely.
R Cavanah, Frances. Triumphant Adventure; The Story of Franklin Delano Roo-
6-9 sevelt; illus. by Jo Polseno. Rand McNally, 1964. 178 p. $3.95
An excellent biography of Franklin Roosevelt, written in a style that is informal yet
dignified, and written with a minimal amount of fictionalization. The account begins
with Roosevelt's tenth year, and the book has a nice balance of personal affairs and
political career; it also gives a good picture of the national scene. Miss Cavanah
evokes vividly the warmth and charm of Roosevelt's personality, but the biography
is not fulsome or adulatory. The illustrations are of pedestrian quality; an annotated
list of important dates and a very good relative index are appended.
Ad Cavanna, Betty. Noko of Japan; photographs by George Russell Harrison.
4-6 Watts, 1964. 68p. (Around the World Today Books). $3.95.
Illustrated by photographs of variable quality and interest, a book that describes the
life of a family in Tokyo and is the first of this series in which the central character
is a girl. Nobuko is eleven and a tomboy, a good student (an accomplishment wasted
on a mere girl) and a symbol of the changing Japan. Noko conforms to tradition when
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she must, but she is rebellious in her thoughts; only when she has her first pre-ad-
olescent crush does Noko accept some of the responsibilities and interests of the
traditional feminine role. The book would be more successful were it either a story
or an informational book; despite the fact that the text is informative and well-writ-
ten, the two aspects are mutually obtrusive.
Ad Chandler, Ruth Forbes. Triple Test for Trudy; illus. by Cristina F. Christen-
5-6 sen. Abelard-Schuman, 1964. 160p. $3.
Trudy, eleven and motherless, flies from her grandparents' farm to Florida, where
her father and her new stepmother, Jean, are living in a trailer community. Trudy
has a small problem in establishing herself at school and a large problem in estab-
lishing a happy relationship with Jean; in working out these problems and in making
new friends she learns the arts of compromise and cooperation. She is also instru-
mental in solving an unhappy and mysterious situation in which another trailer park
family is involved; realistically, she stumbles on the answer by chance. The writing
style is intermittently awkward, with an occasional contrivance of plot; the story has
good relationships and a restrained handling of the stepmother-child situation.
Ad Ciardi, John. You Know Who; drawings by Edward Gorey. Lippincott, 1964.
2-4 63p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.19 net.
A book of poems, illustrated with pictures-humorous, grotesque, scrawly, and lively
-that reflect the teasing tone of the poems. They all refer to "someone" . .. a "some-
one" whose deeds and misdeeds will be quite familiar to the reader. If the pattern
isn't his own, he's seen it. The poems should produce the sort of rueful pleasure that
a child exhibits when he sees that you see through him but doesn't mind because he
knows you love him anyway.
Ad Colman, Hila. Classmates by Request. Morrow, 1964. 187p. $3.25.
7-10
Ellen is a high school senior whose family is actively demonstrating for civil rights,
but who has remained aloof; when she receives overtures of friendship from a white
classmate, Carla, she rejects them at first. Carla is one of a small group of white
students who have asked to enroll at a school that has previously had an all-Negro
population. The difficulties that Carla and Ellen have in reaching an understanding
are exacerbated by the fact that Carla's father has not asked Ellen's father to serve
on a commission, a project in which he had fervently hoped to participate. One of the
most impressive incidents in the book is in the aftermath of the non-appointment;
Ellen is bitter when she learns that none of the appointees is Negro, but her father-
although disappointed-tries to convince his family that it is better to have no Negroes
on the commission than to have one that is not really qualified, and he judges him-
self unqualified. Although the book is candid and timely, with good characterization
and fine motivation, it is weakened by not infrequent pat or superficial solutions.
R Cottrell, Leonard. Digs and Diggers; A Book of World Archaeology; illus. with
8- photographs. World, 1964. 269p. $4.95.
A long, comprehensive, and authoritative book on the development of archaeological
research and on the great archaeological discoveries of the past. A final chapter dis-
cusses the future of archaeology, including the probability of marine explorations on
a larger scale. The text is well-organized and is illustrated with several inserts of
photographs throughout the book. A very good divided bibliography and an index are
appended.
Ad Cottrell, Leonard. The Secrets of Tutankhamen's Tomb; drawings by Raymond
7-10 Cruz. New York Graphic Society, 1964. 135p. $4.50.
An intensively detailed account of one of the most famous archaeological discoveries.
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The book is illustrated with interesting drawings of artifacts or of details of arti-
facts and with some fascinating photographs of the tomb and of objects therein. The
writing is clogged with detail, however authentic, and the book is therefore very
slow-moving. An index is appended.
Ad Curren, Polly. Hear Ye of Boston; pictures by Kurt Werth. Lothrop, 1964.
2-4 39p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.70 net.
An oversize book that gives a simplified account of Boston as the city grew from an
Indian village to the metropolitan port of today. The illustrations are attractive and
informative, the spacious layout and large print are right for young independent
readers, the text-while it is simple-is not so oversimplified that an older slow
reader will feel self-conscious. The use of the idea of growth as an organizing prin-
ciple, however, results in a text that compiles famous events and slogans for an au-
dience for whom they are largely unfamiliar.
R De Jong, Meindert. Far Out the Long Canal; pictures by Nancy Grossman.
5-8 Harper, 1964. 231p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
A wonderfully evocative story, unified in construction, convincing in characteriza-
tion, and universal in the concept that underlies the story line. Moonta is nine;
because of an earlier illness and because there has been no good ice for several
winters, Moonta cannot skate. Every child in town can skate, and his parents are
champion skaters; the boy longs and prays for good ice and a chance to learn alone
so that nobody will see him until he can really skate. His struggles to succeed, his
embarrassment when he fails at first, and the alternate teasing and stout comfort
he gets from friends and family are described with sympathetic realism. The pic-
ture of the small community, madly skating, gay and reckless with the joy of being
on the ice again, has the charm and the color of a canvas.
M Elmer, Irene. Mandragora's Dragon; illus. by Ruth Van Sciver. Abingdon,
K-2 1964. 42p. $2.50.
In a picture book of unusual shape, a story within a story. A retired horse, Porridge,
is told a story by a cat; that story of Mandragora and the dragon routed by many
mice is the major part of the book. The matrix-tale adds nothing but length to a book
that seems too long and too sophisticated in vocabulary and type of humor for the
read-aloud audience. The illustrations are not unusual but are perfectly pleasant;
the plot has several facets not unfamiliar in stories about dragons, and the style and
humor in the writing are appealing, but they will be appreciated by few small chil-
dren.
Ad Eyerly, Jeanette. The World of Ellen March. Lippincott, 1964. 188p. $3.75.
7-9
The story of an adolescent girl's reaction to her parents' divorce. In order to estab-
lish residence in another state, Mrs. March moves to the home of a friend who is in
Europe; in her new situation, Ellen cannot admit the truth. She lies to her new friends
about her father; when she does finally tell the truth to a classmate, the two girls
plan a dramatic situation intended to bring father back for a reunion. It doesn't work,
and Ellen must face reality; she finds that she can. The book is well-written, the
treatment of the situation is dignified, and the outcome is realistic; the story is
weakened by the introduction of some dramatic touches at the close that make no
contribution to the story. Ellen, who has run off to a deserted cottage with her small
sister, loses the sister, finds a criminal hiding in her car, has an accident, and is
hospitalized.
R Falk, Ann Mari. A Place of Her Own; tr. from the Swedish by Annabelle Mac-
7-10 Millan. Harcourt, 1964. 127p. $2.75.
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First published in Sweden in 1962 under the title Ingen vanlig Stina, the story of a
young girl's adjustment to bereavement and change. After Stina's parents are lost at
sea, she leaves the familiarity of home in a small town to live with her sister in
Stockholm. Newly-married and expecting a child, Lottie and Olie are already crowded
into a tiny apartment; all three try to be calm and cheerful, but it isn't easy. Olie is
studying and driving a taxi at night, Stina is slow to make friends, and the noise of the
baby's crying distracts everybody. Family and neighbors together find a solution, and
prospects of tranquility loom. A restrained and realistic story, tightly constructed
and perceptive in analysis of the problems of urban living, of the interplay between
characters, and especially of the relationships between young people and the older
generation.
Ad Finney, Gertrude E. Yes, A Homestead; decorations by Don Lambo. McKay,
6-8 1964. 238p. $4.25.
When the Beechwood family draws a homestead site on an Indian reservation, elev-
en-year-old Margie hopes that one of the effects of the move will be a happier rela-
tionship between herself and her only brother Philip. A rebellious young man, Philip
resents the isolation of the new home although he realizes that he must help his father.
Margie wins Philip's approval, but the storyline is less important than the ancillary
anecdotes that give the flavor of period and locale. The slight plot and rather ram-
bling story are a bit diffuse, but the atmosphere, the familial relationships, and veri-
similitude of background detail are very good.
R Fisher, Laura H. Amy and the Sorrel Summer; illus. by Sheila Greenwald.
4-6 Holt, 1964. 190p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
A pleasant story about a brother and sister who work through a summer to earn mon-
ey for a horse. Berne and Amy have seen a sorrel that is like a horse named Desert
about which there were many family legends. Promised a matching fund by their fa-
ther, the two are close to their goal when they learn that an acquaintance has a need
that seems more important; they give him money, and their sacrifice is rewarded
when their father and little sister help make up the deficit. Some of the episodes are
humorous, family relationships are good, and the industry and unselfishness of the
children are commendable but are not invested with glamor. The dialogue is a bit
weak, but not consistently so and not enough so to be disruptive.
M Fleming, lan. Chitty Chitty Bang Bang; The Magical Car; illus. by John Burn-
5-6 ingham. Random House, 1964. 113p. $3.50.
Mr. Fleming has style, he has a gimmick that gets out of hand, and he probably has
a limited audience rather than the "all ages" assigned by the publisher. Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang is an automobile, a unique model owned by an English inventor. Mr. and
Mrs. Potts and their two children, Jeremy and Jemima, go off for a seaside picnic
but find that Chitty Chitty Bang Bang has a mind (or a something) of her own; she can
navigate through air or water, and she can rise to an occasion and direct operations
... or she can lose her temper. The family stumbles on a smuggler's cave, the chil-
dren are captured and outwit the smugglers in a wild ending set in Paris. The vocab-
ulary is much too sophisticated for children small enough to enjoy the animated-ma-
chine type of fantasy; the thriller element doesn't-at the level of burlesque at which
it is written-fit that younger audience.
M Flora, James. My Friend Charlie; story and pictures by James Flora. Har-
3-4 court, 1964. 29p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.76 net.
Charlie is a small and imaginative screwball; in a series of brief episodes, Charlie's
staunch pal tells some of Charlie's ploys and uses the tales to illustrate the virtues
of a friend like Charlie. The humor is based on nonsense, exaggeration, or blatant
silliness; most of the book has humorous appeal, but the incidents seem here and
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there to be contrived. The illustrations are of cartoon- strip calibre.
R Fritz, Jean. Magic to Burn; illus. by Beth and Joe Krush. Coward-McCann,
5-6 1964. 255p. $3.75.
A long and deftly-sustained fanciful story, written in a style that has vitality and
smoothness; the story line is tight and well-paced, and the protagonist, a tiny crea-
ture named Blaze, is delightful. Blaze is a boggart, met by moonlight when Ann and
Stephen were in England with their parents; they find him in their cabin aboard the
homebound ship. Blaze does not take kindly to the United States- Blaze is anything
but kindly by nature-and he is spoiled, querulous, and vain. When Stephen finds,
among Blaze's effects, a valuable old manuscript, it enables him to get the home-
sick boggart back to his native soil, since the whole family flies back to England to
verify the document. Nicely conceived and charmingly executed.
R Gans, Roma. It's Nesting Time; illus. by Kazue Mizumura. T. Y. Crowell,
2-4 1964. 35p. (Let's Read-and- Find-Out Books). Trade ed. $2.75; Library
ed. $2.65 net.
A very simply written introduction to birds and their nesting habits; some of the il-
lustrations are in black and white, but many are in color and can be used as a help
in identification. The book should be an incitement to bird-watching, and it should be
useful in a curricular unit on nature study; it has a felicitous matching of text and
illustration, and the illustrations are lovely in themselves.
R Gibbs, Alonzo. The Least Likely One. Lothrop, 1964. 220p. $3.50.
7-9
An adventure novel set in the mid-nineteenth century, primarily the story of a young
man who needs to prove himself to his father. Harry's father had been a famous min-
strel man before he lost an arm in the accident that killed his wife. Bored and bitter,
Joe Pike didn't want his boy Harry to sing-or to play the banjo-or to grow up; he
thought Harry incompetent at anything. Harry went off into the wilderness and learned
self-reliance, made a friend and found a love, and learned-when he found confidence
in his own chosen path-to appreciate his father's problems. Woven into the plot are
some nice bits of Americana, fine descriptions of outdoor scenes, and colorful de-
tails about people like Audubon, Amelia Bloomer, and Stephen Foster.
R Gidal, Sonia. My Village in Morocco; by Sonia and Tim Gidal. Pantheon Books,
4-7 1964. 75p. illus. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.69 net.
One of the most interesting volumes in the series, this book describes a culture that
seems bypassed by modern civilization. As Mohammed tells of his life in a Berber
village at the foot of the Atlas mountains, there emerges the picture of a life of Bib-
lical simplicity. The excellent photographs also show the harshness of the land and
the people, and the text is convincing, both in descriptive passages and in dialogue,
as the report of an alert and ingenuous peasant boy.
Ad Goudge, Elizabeth. Linnets and Valerians; illus. by Ian Ribbons. Coward-Mc-
5-6 Cann, 1964. 290p. $3.95.
A long and elaborate story, romantic and fanciful, set in England in 1912. Four moth-
erless children, whose father is in the Orient, are living with a stern grandmother
and run away; they stumble into the home of an elderly uncle who seems gruff but
has a loving heart. Nearby lives Lady Alicia; a recluse since she lost her little son
and her husband, Lady Alicia warms to the four Linnet children. Predictably, the
kindly "Daft Davie," who lives alone on a hill, turns out to be Lady Alicia's long-lost
boy; the man that the children's father has met in Egypt turns out to be Lady Alicia's
long-lost husband. Mixed with this Victorian plot are a few adult characters, quaint
in Dickensian style, and a heavy dollop of fantasy. Not a smooth blending of family
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story and fanciful adventure; the mitigating factors of the book are that it is written
with pace, that some of the familial relationships are warm and convincing, and that
some of the adult characters are-although they may be quaint or exaggerated-un-
deniably memorable.
R Heck, Bessie Holland. The Hopeful Years; illus. by Lorence Bjorklund. World,
6-9 1964. 185p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.41 net.
A World War I story and a sequel to Millie, with the heroine now six years older.
Millie stays with a family in town as boarder-helper so that she can attend high-
school, but she longs for the farm and for her family. And for her handsome neigh-
bor, Dan VanNoy. Millie, increasingly aware that war is imminent, worries about her
brothers, her father, and Dan. War is declared, and Dan enlists; before he goes, he
tells Millie he loves her and asks her to wait for him. A good period story, a pleas-
ant love story; family scenes are warm and realistic, and one sequence in which Mil-
lie learns to drive a Model-T (hampered by a cow and a haystack) is very funny indeed.
Ad Howard, Elizabeth. Verity's Voyage. Morrow, 1964. 221p. $3.25.
7-9
Set in 1640, the story of an orphaned English girl who was taken in, not very kindly,
by patronizing relatives who then sent her along to the West Indies as a companion
to their betrothed daughter. When a Spanish attack drives them from their island,
Verity and several others have a dangerous voyage to Boston in an open boat; there
she marries and settles down. The Cinderella situation is a bit patterned; the writ-
ing style is smooth; the plot, although slight, has romantic appeal.
R Hume, Ruth (Fox). Great Women of Medicine. Random House, 1964. 268p.
7-10 illus. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.69 net.
A good collective biography of six women: Anderson, Blackwell, Curie, Jacobi, Jex-
Blake, and Nightingale; a final chapter describes some of the women of medicine in
the twentieth century. The material does not explore new territory, and the book is
not a complete history of women in medicine, but it is well-written and well-re-
searched. The choice of subjects seems a bit arbitrary, since two of the subjects
were not medical practitioners and since the major part of the text describes six
women of several countries, while the final chapter describes doctors in the United
States. However, the accounts of each subject are interesting, they are not too brief,
and they are accompanied by good illustrations, a very good bibliography, and an
index.
Ad Joslin, Sesyle. Baby Elephant's Baby Book; pictures by Leonard Weisgard.
K-2 Harcourt, 1964. 43p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.67 net.
A departure from the usual Baby Elephant story, but amusing in another vein, this
is a replica of a baby book, a format familiar to most small children but not as fun-
ny to them as to adults. The children who already know that charmer, Baby Elephant,
will be prepared to enjoy any book about him, but they are less likely to see the hu-
mor in the parody of doting maternal comments. The other kind of humor in the book
is broader and more comprehensible: the blandly ridiculous entries like, "Baby Ele-
phant has gained a hundred pounds more!" or the page entitled "Feedings" that lists
2 quarts of prune juice, 1/2 gallon of water, 1/2 tub of vanilla custard, etcetera.
Ad Kahn, Joan. Seesaw; pictures by Crosby Bonsall. Harper, 1964. 21p. Trade
4-6 ed.,$1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
yrs.
A small book with brief and simple text, illustrated with engaging drawings. Each
double-page spread follows a pattern: one child is up in the air, pictured on half the
page ("He saw a fly go by") with text on the other half, and on the facing page ("She
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saw a fat mole's hole") the other child is at ground-level on the other end of the see-
saw. Next page, they reverse positions; the text is chiefly a series of comments on
what each saw. Attractive but slight.
R Lionni, Leo. Tico and the Golden Wings. Pantheon Books, 1964. 28p. illus.
K-2 Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $2.99 net.
A picture book with richly detailed illustrations, stylized in adaptation of the ornate
richness of Indian Art, and-with few exceptions-restrained in the use of space. The
pictures have a dignity achieved by dark, plummy colors and a static quality: very
handsome and quite different from the bright, childlike appeal of Inch by Inch. The
text describes the longing of a small wingless bird for the power of flight; granted
a pair of golden wings, Tico gave away his golden feathers, one by one, to help hu-
mans. Each feather was replaced by a black one, and when Tico had all-black wings,
he found that the other birds, who had mocked him when he was beautiful but differ-
ent, now accepted him as one of them.
Ad Loth, David. Crime Lab; Science Turns Detective. Messner, 1964. 2 4 7p.
7-9 $4.95.
A discussion of some of the scientific techniques, new and old, that are used in crim-
inal investigations; the text is divided in sections (each comprising several chapters)
on uses of the microscope, on the work of the chemist, and the uses of the newer in-
ventions of the atomic age such as the electron microscope or the xray diffraction
unit. The text is well-organized and adequately indexed, the subject is fascinating;
the book is weakened by the style of writing, which is rather dull and solid, with in-
terspersed journalese.
R Martel, Suzanne. The City Under Ground; tr. by Norah Smaridge; illus. by
6-9 Don Sibley. Viking, 1964. 157p. $3.
A 1963 Canadian award-winner, this is a nicely conceived and original science fic-
tion story set in 3000 A.D. Centuries after the end of civilization, an isolated com-
munity has developed a sterile and highly mechanized underground life. The city of
Surreal is self-contained, highly organized, and convinced that the surface air means
death. One adventurous boy explores the old world above ground and finds another
community exists there; they breathe the natural air and yet they live! The implica-
tion of his friends and the impetus of a crisis situation lead to a meeting between
two peoples who have lived so long apart, each unaware of the existence of the other.
Ad Mason, Miriam Evangeline. Stevie; And His Seven Orphans; illus. by John
4-5 Gretzer. Houghton, 1964. 137p. $3.
Bored and irritated by the prospect of a lonely summer, Stevie threw himself enthu-
siastically into the project of finding homes for the seven puppies he had found aban-
doned. He even accepted the help of a girl, since it was clear that Debby knew more
about infant care than he did; the two children worked for Mr. Witherspoon in ex-
change for using his barn as a home for the pups until they were old enough to be
adopted. At the end of the summer, Stevie found that he had gained new skills, that
he had acquired self-confidence, and that he had made a host of new friends. A plea-
sant story, but a bit drawn-out and humorless; one incident may evoke parental crit-
icism: the eighth pup in the sack is dead, and Debby wraps it tenderly and puts it in
her mother's freezer for later burial.
Ad Maurois, AndrW. Napoleon; A Pictorial Biography. Viking, 1964. 160p. illus.
9- $6.50.
A good biography, but one weakened slightly by the use of present tense that occasion-
ally is dropped briefly and replaced by past tense. The text is authoritative, detailed,
profusely illustrated, and mildly adulatory; the writing style is occasionally lyric,
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occasionally baroque. An annotated chronology and an index are appended.
Ad Minarik, Else Holmelund. The Winds that Come from Far Away and other
K-2 Poems; pictures by Joan Phyllis Berg. Harper, 1964. 32p. Trade ed.
$2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
A small book of poems, most of them quite short and written in a direct approach
on the child's level. Some of the selections are lightly humorous, some are lightly
romantic; while the book has an occasional lyric phrase or novel idea, most of the
contents are undistinguished but perfectly pleasant. The illustrations are beautifully
soft in execution and meticulously detailed, all in black-and-white, and with most of
the drawings showing flora or fauna; some of the illustrations of flowers have the
sparse look of the Oriental tradition.
Ad Myrus, Donald. I Like Jazz. Macmillan, 1964. 115p. illus. Trade ed. $3.95;
8-10 Library ed. $4.24 net.
A book that is jam-packed with fascinating bits of information, that has many good
photographs, and that is most useful in suggesting records within the text as well as
listing them (citing all performing artists) in a bibliography. The book is weakened
by the rambling and subjective style of writing; it has too much factual material to
be a good volume of reminiscences and too many personal anecdotes and opinions to
be a good informational book. An index is appended.
NR Nelson, Marg. Mystery of a Minus Tide. Ariel, 1964. 182p. $2.95
7-9
Orphaned Janice, fifteen, comes to live on the Pacific coast with her aunt and uncle,
who have a small hotel and who raise oysters. Janice learns something about oys-
ters; she becomes fond of her relatives, she solves a mystery, she collects pearls,
etcetera. A pedestrian book, with some good developmental values but with several
serious weaknesses: the characters are overdrawn, the mystery element of the book
is formula-written (dear old lady, last of a long line, long-sought family treasure),
and the technical information about oyster beds is laboriously introduced into expo-
sition and dialogue.
R Parker, Richard. Perversity of Pipers; illus. by Richard Kennedy. Van Nos-
5-7 trand, 1964. 160p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.37 net.
A sequel to Valley Full of Pipers; again Tas Piper tells the story of events in the
Tasmanian valley. Tas is twice put by Bulldog, an adolescent truant, into the posi-
tion of seeming to have done a dishonest act; even his family is not convinced Tas is
innocent. Several problems are settled when Tas and Bulldog join in an arduous and
dangerous effort to rescue Bulldog's father and grandfather from a caved-in mine.
The book has a considerable amount of action, good characterization, and dialogue
that is colorfully replete with Tasmanian slang and idiom.
Ad Peeples, Edwin A. Blue Boy; illus. by Edward Shenton. Houghton, 1964. 176p.
5-6 $3.
A story written on two planes: on one level the story tells of the Stowe family (Moth-
er, Father, Geoffrey, and small Christopher the animal lover) and their supposedly-
haunted house, and on the other level is the story of Blue Boy and his feline adven-
tures in the animal world. The fantasy is a bit drawn-out and a bit sophisticated in
treatment, but it is well done and is consistent. The realistic plot is not as success-
ful, since the characters seem exaggerated and their actions not consistent. Blue
Boy, trapped behind a wall, is rescued by a resourceful mouse with the soul of an
impresario; their companion in captivity is a vindictive spider named Mrs. Hupple-
meyer and they become well acquainted with the insect world and the power politics
of fraternal, elections. The two tales progress simultaneously, affecting each other
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only tangentially. The combining of the two elements is handled with skill; it is the
exaggeration within each element that weakens the book.
Ad Perry, Dick. Raymond and Me That Summer. Harcourt, 1964. 182p. $3.95.
5-7
The story of two boys in Cincinnati during the depression; in the form of first-per-
son reminiscing, the author describes the episodic adventures of his tenth summer.
Raymond, eleven, was an imaginative and forceful companion with a consuming pas-
sion for street cars; Sarah was a tomboy and a pest-but useful; mother, proud own-
er of a refrigerator, accepted with courage the substitution of an old icebox. The
writing has humor, vivid characterization that occasionally verges on caricature;
convincing period details, and a recurrent note of a self-conscious use of words. "It
promised to be a good summer: Roosevelt was President, every father was out of
work, and Raymond was my best friend. Raymond was eleven and smarter than me.
He had brown eyes, drank coffee, and was usually at the library, which was free."
R Petry, Ann (Lane). Tituba of Salem Village. T. Y. Crowell, 1964. 254p.
7-10 $3.75.
A most moving book, based on historical fact and filled with convincing period de-
tail. Tituba, a slave from Barbados, had come to Salem Village with her husband
when their new master became the minister there. Aware of the mounting evidence
of suspicion, Tituba was too honest and too competent to conceal the traits that in-
spired venom. From venom grew hysteria, and Tituba was one of the three women
condemned as witches in 1692. The middle part of the book moves rather slowly, as
the witch-hunting fever spreads from one hysterical or spiteful girl to another, but
the pace and drama of the arrest and trial are dismaying and exciting.
Ad Portal, Colette. The Life of a Queen. Braziller, 1964. 22p. illus. $2.95.
3-5
First published in Germany in 1962 under the title Das Leben einer Konigin, a book
with unusually handsome illustrations that elaborate fancifully on the realistic text.
The text describes the life-cycle of a queen in a colony of blue ants, and the style of
writing is almost fictional: "Suddenly, the alarm sounds! Terror and panic! It is the
enemy! It is war! Already the foe is at the gates of the weakened city." The illustra-
tions here show a group of ants helmeted, around a camp fire, and again, charging-
bayonets fixed-toward the barbed wire of No Man's Land. The book has an attractive
format and lovely illustrations, but there is an obtrusive discrepancy in the fact that
some of the pictures are realistic, while most are fanciful.
Ad Potter, Stephen. Squawky; The Adventures of a Clasperchoice; drawings by
4-6 George Him. Lippincott, 1964. 48p. $3.75
It is too bad that this delightfully nutty book looks like a picture book, since the illus-
trations are mediocre and the format looks juvenile. Save for Squawky, the animals
and birds don't talk to human beings, but our hero is a rare parrot, a Clasperchoice;
they appear once in a hundred years, congenitally literate. Squawky uses his abilities
with discretion; otherwise his behavior is indiscreet, boastful, and mischievous.
Written by the inventor of Gamesmanship, this book has simple nonsense style with
sophisticated overtones.
R Rollins, Charlemae Hill. They Showed the Way; Forty American Negro Lead-
6-9 ers. T. Y. Crowell, 1964. 159p. $3.
A collection of biographical sketches that range from two to seven pages in length;
the information is given succinctly and well, the material including facts about each
subject's personal life, career, and honors received. None of the biographees is still
living, so that the book does not attempt to list such pathfinders as Jackie Robinson
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or Marian Anderson. There is very little duplication of fields of achievement; sev-
eral of the men combined a career in one field with prowess in another. For the most
part, the subjects-some famous, some less well known-are truly pioneers: the first
Negro Shakespearian actor, the first Negro explorer, etcetera. Although a few of the
inclusions are so brief as to be sketchy, the book is useful and interesting; some of
the material may lead the reader to seek full-length biographies.
R Sandoz, Mari. The Story Catcher; illus. by Elsie J. McCorkell. Westminster,
6-9 1963. 175p. $3.25.
A fine book, restrained and serious in tone but dramatic and moving in the events it
portrays. Lance is a young Sioux, a brave who longs to achieve status with his peo-
ple; since his courage often borders on recklessness, Lance does not find it easy to
prove himself. When he does, at last, receive the new name of full manhood, he is
called the Storycatcher because he has the gift of making pictures that record the
story of his people. The impressive quality of the book is in the complete integration
of style and subject: the details of the Plains culture are simply incorporated as
though the author had lived in that time and with that tribe.
M Spilka, Arnold. A Lion I Can Do Without. Walck, 1964. 38p. illus. $3.50.
K-2
A collection of nonsense verses in a nicely designed book illustrated with black and
white drawings. The verses vary in quality, with a few that play with words being
among the better selections but gauged for the reader, not the listener: "A pigl
wigl if u tigl." The poems often seem flat or pointless: "If in your home you come
across An elephant who's somewhat cross Just 'squeek' as though you are a
mouse And he will surely leave your house." Some are slight: "Short cake Honey
cake Chocolate cake Stomach ache." . .. and some are genuinely amusing.
Ad Tabrah, Ruth M. Hawaiian Heart. Follett, 1964. 191p. Trade ed. $2.95; Li-
5-7 brary ed. $2.85 net.
Emily and her family come to Hawaii for a year; Emily is immediately captivated
by the spirit of aloha and is very much embarrassed by the one prejudiced woman
she meets. As Emily sees more of the customs and the peoples of the islands, she
is even more impressed and is delighted to be accepted as a real island girl. The
familial relationships are good, the writing style is adequate, the attitude toward
brotherhood-in-practice is impeccable; the book is weakened by the fact that there
is enough information (of the guide-book variety) to be obtrusive here and there and
by the fact that the story has no focus of plot.
SpC Tennyson, Alfred Lord. The Charge of the Light Brigade; illus. by Alice and
4-6 Martin Provensen. Golden Press, 1964. 21p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library
ed. $3.59 net.
The illustrations in this book are tremendously effective: lovely in design, movement,
color and mood. The problem is: for whom is the book designed? Tennyson's poem
is not for small children, but the format is; the poem can be read aloud to children,
but there then seems no purpose save artistic harmony for the use of a cursive type-
face that is hard to read. The jacket is delightful, a simulation of a newspaper of
1854 and certainly more appealing to the adult than to the child. The book is probably
most appropriately placed in an art collection where it may be appreciated by read-
ers of any age.
R Trask, Margaret Pope. At the Sign of the Rocking Horse; illus. by Harold
4-6 Berson. T. Y. Crowell, 1964. 178p. $3.50.
A good middle-grades mystery story, with two young would-be detectives who make
several errors in their deductive processes and whose contribution to the solution is
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realistic but quite fortuitous. Cassie and her friend Fergus are sure that one of the
two summer visitors must have stolen Aunt Emerald's jewelry, since it was clear
that nobody in their small town would rob one so beloved. They are right. The writ-
ing has ease and humor; personal relationships are warm and characterization is
vivid with some of the adults seeming overdrawn. The suspense is moderate, the
plot is logical. Despite the minor flaws, the book has charm: it draws a very attrac-
tive picture of the affectionate loyalties and the small pleasures of a small town.
Ad Treece, Henry. Man with a Sword; decorations by William Stobbs. Pantheon
7-10 Books, 1964. 244p. $3.50.
A historical novel that is set in England, although the characters move about the con-
tinent; the narrative begins in 1041 with Hereward as the protagonist and it ends in
1087 with the death of William of Normandy and of Hereward. The historical details
are superbly minute and authoritative, the characters and dialogue are good, and oc-
casional descriptive passages have a fine sweeping grandeur. The weakness of the
book is in the plethora of incidents: the intrigues, the battles, the feuds, the dates,
the places, and of the many characters.
Ad Updike, John, ad. The Ring; music by Richard Wagner; ad. and illus. by John
4-6 Updike and Warren Chappell. Knopf, 1964. 29p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library
ed. $3.29 net.
A retelling of the libretti of the Ring cycle, illustrated with lovely drawings and with
two- or three-measure notations of simplified musical themes. Although Mr. Up-
dike's style is colorful and lively, the long complications of the Ring plot are of ne-
cessity crowded in this short a story.
M Tresselt, Alvin R., ad. The Mitten; An Old Ukrainian Folktale; retold by Al-
K-2 vin Tresselt; illus. by Yaroslava. Lothrop, 1964. 29p. Trade ed. $2.95;
Library ed. $2.84 net.
A rather tepid version of the Ukrainian tale about an accumulation of forest animals
that take refuge in a child's lost mitten. The mitten holds a mouse, a rabbit, a fox,
a wolf, a bear, a boar, etcetera; it gives way, finally, when a tiny cricket tries to
join the other creatures. The illustrations are attractive although not distinguished;
the costume detail is appropriate for the story's source, but this adds little to a text
that gives no hint of the locale.
Ad Walden, Amelia Elizabeth. My World's the Stage. Whittlesey House, 1964.
7-9 222p. $3.50.
A sequel to When Love Speaks and So Near the Heart, in which Miranda Welch has
studied at Carnegie and then joined the Acting Company of the American Shakespeare
Festival. Here Miranda is acting for the first time in a road company; she plays
Helena with great success, then personal and professional problems contribute to
her illness, after which she is catapulted into the part of Titania. Time and some
good advice help Miranda find an imaginative interpretation of her role, a role in
which she at first has been a pedestrian Titania. The technical and dramatic details
are interesting; the plot is patterned. Limited by the plot and by the often gushy writ-
ing style, the book will have appeal nevertheless to the large audience for any novel
with theatrical background, and this novel has good theatrical background.


